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Abstract—We present our Over-the-Air Ultra Reliable Low
Latency Communication system implementation in GNU Radio.
This includes our Cloud Radio Access Network concept and the
used Out-Of-Tree (OOT) modules for multicarrier synchroniza-
tion, GFDM modulation, polar coding, and symbol mapping. We
demonstrate how we use GNU Radio with Universal Software
Radio Peripherals (USRPs) on our Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGVs) and as part of our base station to realize a full
transceiver. This includes illustrations and hands on descriptions
how we integrate all components. Finally, we discuss our
measurement results in this paper. To this end, the conducted
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) measurements over our testbed area
as well as latency measurements validate the feasibility of our
implementation for Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communication
(URLLC) requirements.

Index Terms—GNU Radio, polar codes, GFDM, wireless,
SDR, open source

I. INTRODUCTION

We present our Over-the-Air Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communication system implementation in GNU Radio [1].
The demonstrator is comprised of several open source GNU
Radio OOT modules that we present in this work [2]–[8]. The
considered technologies are polar codes for Forward Error
Correction (FEC) [7], [9], fast, optimized, and standardized
soft demappers with Bit-Interleaved Coded Mapping (BICM)
[2], [10], [11], Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing
(GFDM) multicarrier modulation [3], [12], [13], and high
throughput synchronization based on a refined version of
Schmidl&Cox (Schmidl&Cox) [4], [14]. The goal of this
demonstrator testbed is an evaluation of a URLLC system
in a Cloud Radio Access Network (Cloud RAN) setup with
distributed Access Points (APs) [15], [16]. The requirements
include an end to end latency below 1ms and resilience
against burst errors [17].

The benefits of our Cloud RAN software implementation
are flexibility, re-usability, efficiency and performance [18]–
[20]. Further, benefits include more rapid development cycles
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and thus features may be deployed faster. Hardware devel-
opment, even if not Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) focused, is inherently difficult and cumbersome. The
author in [20] makes a case for Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray (FPGA) development in case requirements cannot be met
otherwise but recommends to stick to software development.
Thus, we stick to a software implementation for our testbed
demonstrator to enable fast technology validation. Often,
software development for Radio Access Network (RAN) is
carried out with several programming languages including C
and C++ for performance critical code as well as Python for
support functionality and testing and thus, we focus on these
as well [21].

We start with a discussion of our testbed concept, the
software environment, and the used and implemented soft-
ware components and their usage. Afterwards, we discuss
the available hardware. Finally, we present our testbed at the
NEOS building, Bremen, along with our measurement results.
The capabilities of interest are the achievable latencies and
reliability investigations for our Cloud RAN setup. The Cloud
RAN setup includes distributed antennas and APs to improve
reliability by providing spatial diversity, and thus redundancy.
Eventually, we demonstrate that our demonstrator supports the
communication testbed AGV requirements by using it.

We contribute an open-source software Over-the-Air (OTA)
communication system implementation built upon the GNU
Radio with multiple OOT modules [2]–[8]. Moreover, we use
this system to conduct SNR and Round Trip Time (RTT)
measurements in our testbed area. GNU Radio provides the
integration framework for our modules, networking capabili-
ties, and enables seamless access to the required capabilities
that USRPs provide. These capabilities include, continuous
high rate sample streams, exact receive and transmit tim-
ing information, and high precision synchronization across
multiple devices. With distributed APs to improve reliabil-
ity through spatial diversity, the chosen approach shows a
significant improvement to counter fading induced commu-
nication outages. Thus, distributed APs provide an important
option to minimize burst errors in URLLC communication
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systems. SNR measurements over our testbed area confirm
that distributed APs complement each other to boost re-
liability. Moreover, our latency measurements confirm that
low latency communication systems are achievable and fully
implementable in software. The GNU Radio OTA software
implementation is able to provide lower latency than current
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 5th Generation New Radio
(5G NR) systems [22].

II. TESTBED CONCEPT

The testbed is built with the Software-Defined Radio (SDR)
concept in mind. Thus, the testbed includes numerous parts
that are implemented in software, as well as the SDR hard-
ware to transmit and receive. Here we present an overview
as illustrated in Fig. 1. All aspects of our testbed are design
with this concept in mind.

Cloud RANRAP
(USRP)

RAP
(USRP)fronthaul fronthaul

AGV control
server

AGV
(KATE)

Fig. 1. Our testbed concept with its core components.

We consider a factory hall where multiple AGVs oper-
ate, specifically Götting KG Kinetic Automat for Transport
Enhancements (Götting KATEs) [23]. All Götting KATEs
are controlled by a central AGV control server that requires
deterministic communication with small packets and a 100ms
periodicity. The default IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) communica-
tion system is replaced with our custom SDR solution to
accommodate 20ms periodicity which is the lowest period-
icity supported by the application. Our Cloud RAN system
with distributed APs is designed and configured such that it
provides higher reliability and lower latency.

III. TESTBED CONFIGURATION

We briefly discuss our URLLC testbed configuration. Since
the presented software implementation is very flexible, it may
be adopted for widely different scenarios. However, we intend
to use it in an URLLC context and hence, we present our
testbed configuration that is suited for the URLLC scenario.

Our implementation runs on a host with Ubuntu 20.04
with a Linux 5.x generic kernel. The configuration follows
the Ettus knowledge base guidelines [24] with increased net-
work buffer size, Central Processing Unit (CPU) performance

governor adjustments, and enabled real-time scheduling for
USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) and GNU Radio flowgraphs.
In order to plug our GNU Radio flowgraphs via GNU Radio
Socket PDU blocks into the host network stack, we employ
Linux Foo over UDP (FOU) tunneling [25], [26]. The Foo
over UDP (FOU) interface is configured with network-tools to
accept 84B packets which comprise a 20B Internet Protocol
(IP) header and potentially an 8B User Datagram Proto-
col (UDP) header [26]–[28]. Moreover, this configuration
allows for unfragmented Internet Control Message Proto-
col (ICMP) ping transmission [29]. The custom Medium-
Access-Control (MAC) adds a 15B header and thus, the
PHYsical layer (PHY) conveys 99B, or 792 bit, packets.

The PHY produces 1800 bit polar coded frames that are
mapped to Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) symbols
and subsequently GFDM modulated with Kt = 15 timeslots,
Ks = 64 subcarriers, and Kon = 60 active subcarriers
[12]. Together with a NCP = 16 Cyclic Prefix (CP) and
a NCS = 8 Cyclic Suffix (CS) and an additional Kt = 2
GFDM preamble, a complete frame consists of 1136 S. The
configured sample rate is 30.72MS s−1 with two transmit and
two receive antennas. Thus, we use frames with 36.98 µs on
air duration, or burst duration and occupy a bandwidth of
29.28MHz. The transmit and receive antennas correspond
to two distributed USRPs with a 1 × 1 configuration each.
Finally, we organize the uplink and downlink with Time-
Division-Duplex (TDD) and multiple access with Time-
Division-Multiplex (TDM). Here, every User Equipment (UE)
and our RAN may transmit every Tcycle, i.e. every user is
assigned a slot in every cycle.

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss GNU Radio and the UHD along
with important used software libraries that comprise our soft-
ware environment [1], [30]. Our demonstrator flowgraph in
Fig. 2 is comprised of several GNU Radio OOT modules [2]–
[8]. GNU Radio, UHD, and our OOT modules are available
under the terms of the GNU General Public License v3.0 or
later (GPLv3+).

This demonstrator is implemented in GNU Radio because
GNU Radio offers a modular, multi-threaded framework for
SDR applications while we can focus on the implementation
of our algorithms. Furthermore, it offers an extensive set of
blocks that enhance its capabilities, e.g. UHD and thus USRP
integration. Our implemented OOT modules rely heavily on
Vector-Optimized Library of Kernels (VOLK) and Fastest
Fourier Transform in The West (FFTW), as does GNU Radio
[31], [32]. In the following, we introduce our OOT modules
in more detail.

A. gr-tacmac

The OOT module gr-tacmac serves as an umbrella for our
demonstrator [8]. The GNU Radio flowgraph in Fig. 2 uses
standard GNU Radio UHD blocks to connect our software
implementation to USRPs while the UDP interface block uses
GNU Radio Socket PDU blocks as well as our custom MAC



Fig. 2. Top-level GNU Radio flowgraph with UHD sink and source for Nant = 2.

header block implementation to integrate into the Linux host
network system. In order to efficiently integrate our system
into the Linux host network stack, we employ network-tools
to configure hosts [26]. Moreover, gr-tacmac provides the
hierarchical flowgraphs that constitute the final flowgraph in
Fig. 2. The hierarchical transmitter and receiver blocks in
Fig. 2 encapsulate the transmitter and receiver blocks that rely
on our subsequently discussed modules. The Periodic time tag
block provides timing information to propagate a common
time basis between the USRPs via UHD and the transmitter.
Thus, it enables timed transmissions with tight latencies.
Finally, the Status collector block collects metadata, e.g. SNR
estimates, from the flowgraph which may be forwarded to an
elasticsearch database. We use an elasticsearch database to
permanently store metadata and Kibana for visualization.

B. XFDMSync

The XFDMSync module implements an improved
Schmidl&Cox preamble approach [4], [14], [33], [34]. A
preamble with two identical parts, consisting of a Zadoff-Chu
sequence, is used to detect the beginning of a frame, perform
time and frequency synchronization and finally allow for
channel estimation. The channel estimation includes per
subcarrier taps as well as SNR estimation.

C. gr-gfdm

The GNU Radio gr-gfdm module provides GFDM mod-
ulation capabilities [3], [12], [13]. Beyond the GNU Radio
flowgraph integration, the algorithmic GFDM implementation
is also available via pybind11 to enable integration into
Python projects such as simulations [35], [36]. The module
relies on XFDMSync to provide received frames and channel
estimates to equalize frames during demodulation. The de-
modulated and resource demapped frames consist of complex

symbols that are expected by the gr-symbolmapping module
and blocks therein.

D. gr-symbolmapping

The gr-symbolmapping module provides symbol mapping,
soft demapping, as well as hard decision for received complex
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) symbols [2]. The
symbol mapper and demapper blocks provide optimized im-
plementations for a wide range of standardized constellations
such as QPSK, 16QAM, and 256QAM as defined in LTE, 5G
NR, or Wi-Fi. Arbitrary constellations are possible as well but
naturally without the same level of optimization. Furthermore,
the module provides interleavers and de-interleavers to enable
BICM [10]. This interleaver implementation was upstreamed
into GNU Radio [1].

E. polar-codes

Our polar-codes implementation offers heavily optimized
polar code encoders and decoders for highest throughput
and lowest latency [7]. The polar code implementation is
based on several works on polar codes [9], [37], [38]. In
order to use this implementation in GNU Radio, we use the
FECAPI in the separate gr-polarwrap module to integrate our
implementation into GNU Radio flowgraphs [6].

F. gr-latency

Our gr-latency OOT module provides further features to
measure latency in GNU Radio flowgraphs [5]. The module
is implemented based on the ideas presented in prior publi-
cations [39], [40]. The idea is to tag specific samples with
precise time tags in a flowgraph while they traverse multiple
blocks and gather timing information in a subsequent block
to measure flowgraph latencies.
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Fig. 3. Testbed hardware overview.

V. HARDWARE PLATFORM

The demonstrator setup comprises AGVs, computers, US-
RPs and radio equipment as illustrated in Fig. 3. The Cloud
RAN consists of a system with a AMD Ryzen Threadripper
3970X (TRX3970X) and 64GB Random Access Memory
(RAM) that computes samples from two distributed Ettus
USRP N310s (N310s) with their corresponding Pasternack
PE51084 antennas with custom ground planes [41]. The
distributed N310 are synchronized via an Ettus Octoclock-G
(Octoclock-G) [42]. The AGVs, specifically Götting KATEs,
carry a Ettus USRP B210 (B210) connected via Universal
Serial Bus (USB) to a compact computer with an AMD Ryzen
9 5900X (Ryzen 5900X) CPU and 32GB RAM [23], [43].
The presented system is measured with /usr/bin/time to
measure memory usage. Across machines, our measurement
tool reports a peak of 222MB RAM usage even under heavy
load in a client configuration.

VI. TESTBED MEASUREMENTS

The presented communication system is deployed in our
testbed where we conduct experiments to obtain performance
data. The testbed area in Fig. 4 covers approximately 359m2

with a stairwell in the middle, indicated in gray. While the
testbed is located in an office building, we assume that the
testbed represents an industrial-like environment, because the
ceiling is covered by heating elements and the top, right, and
bottom walls consist of heavily insulated windows. We use
per AP SNR measurements to obtain a reliability indicator
for each channel between an AP and an AGV. The SNR
estimation algorithm uses the Schmidl&Cox preamble and
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Fig. 4. Two distributed APs with a 1×1 antenna setup each. A black triangle
[▼] indicates the AP position in the corresponding heatmap. Area axis ticks
are in m.

is integrated into our XFDMSync module [44]. The SNR
measurement campaign over the testbed area in Fig. 4 val-
idates that our approach with distributed APs may improve
reliability. The black triangle [▼] indicates the position of the
AP corresponding to a SNR measurement heatmap. The upper
area is particularly well served by AP 0 on the left in Fig. 4
while AP 1 improves the SNR in the lower area on the other
side of the stairwell. This finding indicates that our Cloud
RAN system improves the overall reliability in our testbed.

The RTT measurement results in Fig. 5 show minimum,
average, and maximum values. Every data point represents
multiple measurements. However, data aggregation is per-
formed accordingly, i.e. the minimum line shows the mini-
mum RTT in this aggregated data point. We observe that the
RTT is always below 3.5ms and on average around 2.8ms.
Also, the minimal measured RTT is just below 2.4ms. While
these values are slightly above the targeted 1ms end-to-end
latency, we are confident it is possible to close this gap in
a feature work. It should be noted that the reported RTT
values are application level measurements that include the
network stack and thus, our application may rely on the same
conditions. Finally, we compare the measured latency of our
implementation with RTT measurement results of currently
available LTE and 5G NR systems that do not yet provide
URLLC capabilities [22]. These are the lowest available
latency results to the best of our knowledge. In conclusion,
our implementation provides lower latencies than currently
available LTE and 5G NR systems. Thus, URLLC systems
are of special interest for industrial applications as soon as
they become available.

VII. CONTRIBUTION

We presented a full Cloud RAN communication system
demonstrator with distributed APs implemented in software
with GNU Radio. Hence, we present our open-source soft-
ware communication implementation modules [2]–[8]. More-
over, the paper includes a presentation of the concept, the
software environment as well as important dependencies.
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Fig. 5. RTT measurements during a test run.

Afterwards, we presented the available hardware and their in-
tegration. With distributed APs to improve reliability through
spatial diversity, the chosen approach shows a significant
improvement to counter fading induced communication out-
ages. The conducted experiments validate the system per-
formance and confirm that the GNU Radio OTA software
implementation is able to provide lower latency than current
LTE and 5G NR systems [22]. Here, we can conclude that
the presented full software implementation is able to deliver
low latency communication for future URLLC systems with
periodic deterministic communication behavior.
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